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Abstract-This paper presents results of diffusion approximations which may be used in the analysis of
multiprogrammed computersystems. First of all we givea mathematical proof for the best CPU utilization
underdifferent priorityrules in the caseof one CPU and moreDTU-S. Withthe helpof the Brownian motion
approximation we get an explicit result for a model considered by Gaver and Shedler in priority queues,
without using the Wald identity. Some examples are given when the diffusion approximation is more
complicated than the Brownian motion one.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the mathematical, especially statistical, study of computer performance evaluation the present
state of the field is that mostly the theoretical modelsare of queueingtheory type. As in the case
of other disciplines, these modelsnever correspond exactly to the real systems they are intended
to represent. The stringent assumptions and conclusions of this theory are not examined and
verified on the wealth of data. In this paper we try to give a diffusion type model for the inner
work of a multiprogrammed computer. The conclusions of such a model may be verified more
easily and on this basis it is possible to use the results of stochastic control, non-linear filtering
and so on. It is well known that the mathematical tractability of queuing theoretical model is not
simple and this tends to lessen their usefulness.
In our earlier papers (see e.g. [1], [2], [12], [17])we showed that interesting characteristics of
multiprogrammed computer systems may be obtained by the analysis of some direct diffusion
approximation occuringat the CPU (central processor unit) and DTU (data transmission unit),or
DTU-s.
The aim of our stochastic model, which describes the work of a computer, was to have a
global survey and the possibility to control (by some parameters) the long period work of a
computer under heavy job stream.
In this case we have no superfluous mathematical complications in the probability analysis
whicharise in the case of cyclic queue models(see Gaver-Shedler[6], [7] or [15]). In cyclic queue
models a system feature is that DTU service has a non-Markovian nature.
The results obtained via diffusion approximationsof cyclic queues[6], [7], [10], [11] show the
simplicity of the use of diffusion approximation. These results underline the significance of the
naturality of trying to give direct diffusion descriptions of multiprogrammed computer systems
(without queue models). In our present paper we give simple proofs for the validity of diffusion
approximations and we show that our models for multiprogramming are quite simplistic. Further
they give a possibility for statistical inference, and also stochastic (non-linear) control. We use
the standard knowledge and description of (a) program behaviour at the CPU, (b) information
accessingat the DTU-s, and (c) representations of storage hierarchies. Our results seem useful in
suggesting new performance characteristics of devices and the whole system.
Here we use our probability description introduced in paper[2], [13]. Our treatment
supposes that in the description we may use not only the Brownian motion process, but other
diffusion (stationary or not) processes too if the statistical analysis, e.g. empirical covariance
function, shows significant difference from the Brownian motion process.
*This isone of three papersappearing inthis issue,which weresubmitted as the authorized contribution of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciencesto our Lanczos memorial project. (Ed.)
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2. THE MODEL OF COMPUTER
The jobs in the model correspond to those programs which are allocated in some portion of
the main memory. The numberof such programs is called the degree of multiprogramming and is
treated as a constant K. This is a reasonable assumption to make when the system is heavily
loaded.
We suppose, as in [7], (10), that K programs may be in the central processor unit (CPU)-data
transfer units (DTU-s) cycle. Each program is in the process of awaiting, or receiving service at
the CPU, at the termination of which it repairs to the DTU-S. Having received the requisite
information at the DTU stage, it returns to the CPU stage. This process continues indefinitely.
When programs are completed and removed from the system, new programs are immediately
reintroduced from the job flow. A diagram indicating the situation appears in Fig. 1.
Job flow
(queue)
r------I
r--~ DTU :--,
I '. --' I
t 1-- -~---I :
~---l DTU ~--:
: L J ,
I I
Fig.!.
The assumptions made concerning program behaviour are the following:
(a) the sequence of CPU service or processing times consists of independent (not necessary
identically distributed) random variables;
(b) the sequence of DTU service times consists of independent random variables;
(c) CPU and DTU processing times are mutually independent.
We have to note that the case of non-independent random variables and non-independence
of CPU and DTU processing times may lead to non Brownian motion processes. Such an
example we shall give in another paper.
Wedo not supposethat the queue in front of the CPU and the (possible) queue in front of the
DTU-s are served according to FIFO discipline.
3. THE DIFFUSION DESCRIPTION OF CPU UTILIZATION UNDER PRIORITY
First of all we give a brief intuitive account of a diffusion approximation of the work of a
computer.
It is well known that the Brownian-motion (or Wiener) process w(t) (O~ t <00) may be
achieved as the limit of the following process (see e.g. Feller(5)). Let N(t) denote a Poisson
process, withparameterA, i.e. the distribution of time intervalbetweentwoevents is exponential.
After an event the particle moves up or down with the value a, with probability 1/2. Let W".a (t)
denote the displacement at time t of a Brownian particle, then
N(t)
WA." (t) = L yt,,,
/1-'-'-0
where
{
a,
yt.. =
-a,
P(ytn = a) = 1/2,
P(yt.. = -a) = 1/2.
The following diagram indicates a possible realization:
Fig.2. t
T T
I 1+1
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Ti denotes the i -th jump time of the particle, where P (TI - T; -I < t) =1- e-At.
With standard methods we can prove that
where (j2 = a2 • A, lei $1. Assuming that A-H/J, a ~O and a2 • A = (j2 = const. we obtain
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This means (heuristically) that the limitprocess W(t) = limWA,a(t) is a Brownianmotionone. The
exact meaning and proofs of such type theorems the reader may find in Gihman-Skorohod's[8]
(§3 ch. 9) or Borovkov's[3] books (§24). In the last book the "heavy traffic" conditionsof queuing
theory are investigated.
The CPU utilization problem
First let us assume that there is one CPU and 2 DTU-sand in the computerthere are 2 jobs. For
the first job the CPU and DTU service times 1/1; (resp. ~Ii) have the distribution
and they are independent. For the second job the distributions are
It seems that one of the most interesting utilization problems is connected with the absolute
priority rule. This means that if job 1 has absolute priority then at an I/O interrupt the CPU is
assigned to job 1if it wants to take the CPU:j: and the second job is waitingor it is in the DTU. As
the system has 2 DTU-s there is no queue before them. If job 2 has absolute priority then it does
not wait for the CPU. The firstpriorityrule willbe denoted by v (l, 2)and the secondby v (2, 1).
In the sequel we assume that the mean service time of job 1 is much less than of job 2. This
requirement in concrete cases is usually satisfied and for this case we prove the following
statement:
THEOREM 1. We assume I/A1~ I/A2~ 1, then the priority rule v(l,2) gives in time t the CPU
utilization time
N(r) N(t')
~,"(1,2)= L 1/1; + L 1/2;,
I 1
where
N(t)
t' = t - L 1/1; < t,
;=0
which is asymptotically normally distributed with parameters
E/:v (l,2)=1 t +1. ~ t = ~ t
"" 2 2 3 6'
D 2/: v (l,2)= t (~+~.~)
St AI 3 A2 •
Further, the priority rule v(2, I) gives in time t the CPU utilization time
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
N*(t) N*(t")
/:"(2.1) _ ~ ~~t - £.J '1/21 + £.J
I I
[The so called pre-emptive priority for CPU,
'YJli, (3.4)
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NO(I)
t" = t - 2: 71Zi < t,
i=t
which asymptotically has also Gaussian distribution, with parameters
D Z~ v ( Z . , ) _ (1 1 1)-t -+-.-
I Az 2 Az .
(3.5)
(3.6)
Proof. The random variable N(t) (resp. N*(t)) has Poisson distribution with parameter (A,/2)t
(resp. (Az/2)t). First we prove that the logarithm of the characteristic function of the stochastic
process
N(I)
(t) /:v(l.Z) '"XI = SI,' = LJ 71li
i=t
has the form
I E isx II) • liz 1 I 13 A, 3!og e ' = 1St· --- s t-+ 0 s t--2 2 A, 2 A,3 .
This follows from the relations
00 -(1.,/2) • [(A /2) ]n
= L (E eiSTJllr ell I
n~O n.
A, .
= 2' t [E e"~" - I]
e '
and (using the moments of the exponential distribution and the expected value)
E(eiS~II_I) = isE71'1 -~sZE71~' +ols 13E I71 ld3
= is-.l_ l sZ~+ 01s1311
AI 2 A,' A/'
where lol:s 1.
In the same way
I E iss: (I) • lIz 1 I 13 3og e' 2 =ISt---S t-+OS t-2 2 Az A/'
where
N"'(t)
Xz(t) = L 'TIZi.
i=l
(3.7)
(3.8)
In the second step there is a great difference between the priority rules v(l, 2)and v(2, 1)as the
N(t') N°(I")
sums .~ 1/Zi and .~ 711i behave in different ways, see Fig. 3.
1=1 1=1
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X (T)= {I rf t he job I needs CPU
, 0 if t he Job I needs DTU
~1
u,
~( I ,2 ) pr ior ity rule
X(TI={1 if job 2 needs CPU
2 O,f Job I needs OTU
Uz U3 U"-
_{ I if CPU busy
XC(T) - 0 if CPU f ree
I Job t ime (elapsed t ime)
2 Job t ime
~(I ,2 ) prior it y rule
S21t.. .
X (t ) ={i if iDTU- sare busy
D 0 rf DTU- sore free
CPU t ime
r-: fl~
r--; ~ ~ \-
CPU t ime
CPU timeu,u,
~(2,1) pri ority rule
=xul- - nn, ,
~(2 , I) pr iority rule
n
" ". : : : ~, ',
, '
: '-
CPU t ime
Fig. 3.
In case v(l, 2) the variables 11Zi remain further exponentially distributed with parameter '\ z, but
on the CPU time axis the DPU periods gZi run quicker, they are exponentially distributed with
parameter
(the reason is that during the compute time of the first job the DTU time of the second job is
going).
N C/ ' )
Witha similarargumentas we proved (7) one can prove, that for process y,(t) = L 11 z; (note
; = 1
that t I is also a random variable)
is~ u ) • I {iz I Z I 2{iz I I 13 t 3log E e I = lst- ·-_--- - S t--_--· - +8s --2
2 ,ttz+ Az 2 2 ,ttz + Az Az 2 Az
(7) and (9) prove (2) and (3). In case v(2 , 1)111i are further exponentially distributed with
parameter ,\ I . The DTU periods gli remain the same during a DTU period of job 2 (here are only
end effects), and during the CPU period of the second job both the CPU and DTU periods of job
1are staying (waiting). Only end effects may be present at the beginning of the CPU period. This
N · Ct")
means that with a similar argument as in proof (7) we obtain for process Yz(t) = L 11 1i (note
i = 1
again that t" is a random variable)
I E isy (t ) • 1lI z I I ill 13 t 3og e a = isl z t:»:»: s t--+ uS - -2 2 2 2 AI 2 A." (3.10)
Relations (8) and (10) prove (5) and (6). The theorem is proved.
Heuristically, theorem 1implies that process g/ (I.ZJand g/ lz. 1J converge (weakly) to Brownian
motion processes and they have different local parameters.
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Remark 1. Let, for job I, the CPU and DTU periods be exponentially distributed with
parameters A1and J-t I; further, for the second job, let they be A2, J-t2. Witha similarargumentas in
theorem 1 we may prove that if J-t 1~ J-t2 the v(I, 2) priority gives the CPU utilizationtime g,v(I.2\
which has an approximate normal distribution with parameters
(3.11)
(3.12)
where
When the v(2, 1) priority rule works we have
(3.13)
and
(3.14)
It is remarkable that supposing J-t2 ~ J-tl the priority rule v(l,2) is always better then v(2, I), as
(with the notation
J-t;p, =-;---+' (i = 1,2)v
1\; J-t;
(3.15)
Remark 2. Theorem I suggests that there should be an analogue of it for more general service
distributions. Suppose, for example, that the independent, not necessarily identically distributed
random variables 7)ki and gk;, k = 1,2, i = 1,2, ... , have finite second moments, then it is possible
to deduce the statement of theorem I assuming only that Eg1i ~ E6, (for all i).
In case Eg 1; = b, ~ Eg2 i = b, there are examples, with non exponential distributions, when
priority rule v(2, I) is better then v(l,2) and b, < b, is fulfilled (see Tomk6[18]).
Remark 3. It is possible to deduce the Brownian motion approximation for more than 2 DTU-s.
Here we shall not give this result.
Theorem 1 above is a useful aid for giving the time interval where the Brownian motion
approximation holds. In order to use the result for exponential service times, we need to assume
t ~ A2 •
The major result of Theorem I is about the relation between the priority rules. The theorem
estimates "how much" time the CPU must spend in service if the priority rules are different.
Using this estimate at time points t, < t, < ... < t; < ..., where t, - t,-I ~ cA2 (with c ~ I) it is
possible to construct a stochastic control model with Gaussian random variables, as it was
proposed in our paper [2].
A further approximation is the following. The discrete time process g,,, g,,, .. ., g,,, may be
handled as a continuous time process, if n is great enough. In this case the statistical investigation
of the CPU utilization process g, means the following. Let g, denote the CPU utilization time in
time t, then it satisfies the equation
dg, = m dt + a dw(t), (3.16)
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where m and a depend on the priority rule V(il, • • •, ik ) . To estimatethese parameters one has to
knowthe numberof interrupts for every job, and their own CPU utilization time, whichdepends
on the priority rule. To have for every job CPU service time a computer has the cyclic service
with quantum length (with round-robin service rule). The round-robin rule ensures the short
turnaround of short jobs and in our description the possibility to measure the CPU utilization
time for every job.
4. AN APPROXIMATION OF THE CYCLIC QUEUE MODEL
By using the cyclic queue model for one CPU and one DTU (see Fig. 1.) Gaver and
Shedler[6], [7] and independently Kobayashi [10], [11] examined the distribution of the numberof
programs N; (t) present at the CPU at time t, including those queued in addition to the program
currentlyin service.Throughout this sectionwe supposethat wehave one CPU andone DTU.
Let A (t) represent the number of arrivals at the CPU in (0, t) and D (t) the number of CPU
departures in (0, t). We assume N,(O) = 0 and
N,(t) = A (t) - Dit).
The A(t) and D(t) processes are approximately normally distributed with means E(A(t» =
tIE(~I), E(D(t» = tIE(TJI) and variance D 2(A(t» = tD2(~I)/[E(~1)]\ D 2(D(t) =
tD 2(TJI)/[E(TJI)f, ~I means the service time in DTU, 711 the same in the CPU; we assume
E~i > ETJi, and the ~i are identically distributed independent random variables and the same is
supposed for TJi, i = 1,2, .... The A (t) and D(t) processes are not independent, and only in the
case E(~)/E(TJ)~ 1 C'heavy traffic" condition) we may prove by the method of Borovkov[3]
(§24) that Nc(t) is approximately a Brownian-motion process, and satisfies the equation
where w(t) is the standard Brownian-motion process with drift
p, = 1/E(g)-l/E(TJ)
and infinitesimal variance
(4.1)
(4.2)
The Nc(t) process (neglecting the boundary effects at 0 and K which cause the dependence of
A (t) and D(t) too) have to be in the interval [0,K], 0:$ N, (t):$ K, i.e. 0 and K are reflecting
barriers. This means
P{Nc(t)<O} and P{Nc(t):$K}=1. (4.3)
If the number of programs K is unlimited the behaviour of a cyclic queue model could be
approximated with an ordinary single-server system, in which there is no restriction upon the
number of waiting customers (see Gaver-Shedler[7]). The waiting time Wn of the n-th costumer
has the same distribution as (see Feller[5], 194-198)
where
Now, and this is new in our treatment (not used by Gaver-Shedler[7]), we use the well known
formulas of sequential hypothesis testing for the Brownian motion process. Let w(t) denote the
standard Brownianmotion process with w(O) = x, Ew(t) = 0, Ew 2(t) = 1 . t, and A < x < B two
barriers. Let
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AX(t)=x+ :2(TW(t)-~t), r >0, U >0, (4.6)
be a process, and let T~.B be the first time point (Markov-point) where Ax (t) goes out from [A, B]
i.e.
T~.B= inf {t ~o: A'(t)i(A, B)}.
Then (see, Shiryayev [16] p. 182)
x A
P{AX(T~.B)=B}= eB -eA'e -e
From this formula we get, if A ~ -00
and further, if x = 0
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
Using the Brownian motion approximation for S; and Mn we get that for n~ 00 (using theorem 2.
ch. IX. §3 in Gihman-Skorohod's book [8]).
P{Wn > YnB} = P{Mn > YnB}
= P {max (Si + io __1_' -i) > BYn}
1",sn YnUo Yn Uo a«Yn
= P {max (S, + io __1_'-i) > BY~}
t est esn ynoo ynuo uoYn
:=o=p{SUPWt >t-i+ B}
t Uo Uo
_p{28( 0) _20 B} _-(25/~ 2}B
- - WT- T- - ---:1 - eO.
(To a« UO
Further, the proof is the same as in the cited paper[7]. The number of customers Q in the queue is
the number that arrive during the waiting time of an arbitrary customer. We investigate the
stationary distributions of both W" and Q. If G (x) is the distribution of ~ and * represents
Stieltjes convolution, then
and
P{Q > klW = x}= Gk'(x)
P{Q > k}:=o= f Gk*(x)e'xC dx = C[G(c)t
(4.11 )
(4.12)
where G(c) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of G, evaluated at c. Relation (12) includes the
following theorem:
THEOREM 2. The number of jobs, Q, in the CPU queue has asymptotic exponential distribution:
where
Diffusionapproximation for multiprogrammed computer systems
P{Q > x }""C e x1n G (C),
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This means, that underheavy traffic conditions (p = E ( ~)IE (1'/ ) - I) the stationary distributionof
the number of customers in the system is exponential. This result is quite the same as in
Gaver-Shedler's[6] diffusion approximation, where they got
(4.14)
where !-t, U" are given by (2).
When 8 - 0 with the Taylor series expansion we can easily prove that (12) and (14) give the
same approximation. In this case -8 - !-t and U"o2 - U"2.
Numerical results the reader may find in Gaver and Shedler's papers[6], [7].
A multidimensional Brownian-motion approximation, used by Kobayashi [IOJ, we shallgivein
another paper.
5. OTHER DIFF USIO N APPROXIMATIO NS
Let us assume that the priority rule vO, 2) works, which is described in part 3, but we do not
assume that E (1'/' ;)~ E(1'/2d. The number of CPU-DTU periods, N2(t) , in the second job time t
means the random variable N2(t ) for which
(1'/ ZI + ~21)+ (1'/22 + ~2Z) +...+ (1'/2N,(t) + ~ 2N,( t) ~ t < (1'/21 +6d +.. .+ (1'/2N,(t)+ ~ ZN2( t}) + 1'/ 2N2{t)+I.
(5.1)
Let NzV (l.2l( t) denote the number of CPU-DTU periods of job 2 in CPU time t, if priority rule
NUl
v( 1, 2) works, i.e. the number of periods duringthe second job time t ' = t - L 1'/li [see (3.1)].
I
The random variable N2V {I.2l(t ) is defined by
NO )
:s t - 2: 1'/ li < (1'/21 + ~Z I ) + (1'/22 +6 z)+. . .+(1'/2N,V +6N,V) + ~2N2V, (5.2)
I
Let
(5.3)
denote the number of not served CPU- DTU periods of the second job, during CPU time t.
In this part we consider a simple approximate model for process N (t). The same model may
be used for the cyclic queue model, described in part 4, when N (t ), the number of programs at
the CPU, become large.
Following McNeil's paper[14] we shall consider a congestion model with the following
properties. Let N(t) be the number of individuals in the congestion at time t. We assume that the
input is a non-homogeneous simple Poisson arrival having intensity A(t) and departures
constitute a pure death process with intensity !-t (N (t». As N (t) will be large it is reasonable to
seek asymptotic distribution for it as N( t) tends to 00 in probability. We introduce a parameter n
on which depend An (t) and !-tn(N (t ».This means N; (t) (n = 1, 2, . ..) is a sequence of processes,
and to obtain a normally distributed limit let
(5.4)
where we assume
(5.5)
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and for large n
Let
then
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/l" (nm (t) + n 1/2X) = ng(m (t)) + n "ixg'(m (t)) + 0(1). (5.6)
E{exp (iog"(t + M)) exp {iOn 1/2[m (t + M) - m(t)]} =: E{exp(iog"(t))},
+[exp (iOn1/2) - I]n (A + a (t)n 1/2)ME{exp (iog"(t))},
+ [exp c-ie« 1/2) - l]~tE {/l (nm (t) + n 1/2 g" (t)) exp (iog"(t))) + o-(M), (5.7)
where we use
E{exp(iON" (t + M))} = E{exp (iON"(t))) + (e'" - I)A" (t)~t,
E{exp (iON"(t))} + (e'" - I)ME{/l" (N" (t) exp (iON" (t))) + o-(~t). (5.8)
Taking the limit in (7) as M --,) 0 and using (5) and (6) the final result will be
:r 'P" (0, t) + iOn 1/2m' (t)'P" (0, t) + 0-(I) =: [exp (iOn 1/2) - I]n (A + a (t)n 1/2)'P" (0, t)
+ [exp (-iOn 1/2) - I] [ ng(m (t))'P" (0, t) - in 1/2g'(m (t)) 000 'P2( 0, t)l (5.9)
Equating the coefficients of n 1/2 we obtain
m'(t)=:A -g(m(t)).
Taking the limit in (9) as n ~ 00, and using (10), we obtain
(5.10)
o I 2 0
ai'P(0,t)=-2 0 [A +g(m(t))]'P(O,t)-Og'(m(t)) 00 'P(0,t). (5.11)
Provided g" (t) has a limitingdistribution as n --,) ex; the characteristic function satisfies (II), which
may be inverted
o I 0 2 0
ai f(x, t) =2(A +g(m(t)) OX2f(X, t)+ g'(m(t)) oX (xf(x, t)). (5.12)
Assuming that
lim m(t) = m
,-%
exists we define
For cP" (0, t) =: E exp (iOt" (t)) we can derive
:r cP(6, t) =: [exp (i6n I/2)-I][An + a(t)n 1/2]cP" (6, t)+ 6(1)
+[exp (-iOn 1/2) - I] [ ng(m )cP" (6, t) - in 1/2g'(m) 006 cP" (6, t)l
Taking the limit as n --,)oc in (14) we require
(5.13)
(5.14)
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A - g(m) = 0
and, assuming lim cp" (0, t) = cp (0, t) exists
; cp(O, t) = [-A0 2 + iOa(t)]cp(O, t) - Og'(m) a~ cp(O, t).
Inverting equation (16)
a - a2 - a -at f(x, t) = Aax2f(X, t)- ax ([a(t)- g'(m)x]f(x, tn.
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(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
If g(m) = J-Lm equation (11) implies that m = A/J-L and there is no restriction on the values of A
and J-L. For the case a (t) == 0
(5.18)
and heuristically we get that the process
T/,,(t)=~,,(t)-c e"
converges weakly to a first order autoregressive type process with drift -J-LT/(t).This means, the
limit process T/ (t) satisfies the equation
(5.19)
where w (t) is the standard Brownianmotionprocess. Solutionof equation (17), in the generalcase,
the reader may find in McNeil's paper[14]. More general input and output streams are also
discussedin McNeil's paper. The limitprocess T/ (t) in (19) is of diffusion type and it is stationary in
the case J-L > O.
In our paper [2] we use diffusion type processes (first and second order autoregressive
processes) for the approximation of the number of I/O interrupts over a long time period of the
CPU. The above given model shows the legality of such heuristic approximations.
The same first order, Gaussian, autoregressive model with discrete time parameter may be
used for the working set size w(t, T) introduced by Denning[4]. This means w(t, T) is normally
distributed and it satisfies the stochastic difference equation
w(t + 1, T) = pw(t, T)+ E(t + I),
where E(t) is an independent, normal random sequence. T is the window and it is fixed. In the
sequence ',-Ttl, ... .r, the number of different page numbers (where r means the number of
pageat time i) is denoted by w(t, T). The workingset principlefor memory management meansa
dynamical page treatment in the main memory. Here we do not stay at this problem.
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